
REFLECTIVE PAPER ON MY SISTERS KEEPER

Throughout the movie, I've realized something, you really shouldn't judge a book by its cover. I thought the movie is
about a younger sister.

As a whole, this scene is etched into the film well. They have to deal with tough situations especially when its
a life and death situation. The story takes place in Providence, Rhode Island in  With all of this said, the
costumes worn in the scene are substantial for the viewers because it helps them understand the sisters have
fights on and off. Did she volunteer to do that? When Anna finds her sister in her room drinking, Kate was
wearing all black and her makeup was running down her face and Anna was in her pajamas. She decided to
rebel and almost committed suicide but was stopped by her younger sister. Some examples of these actions
include, Anna bringing her family to court because of Kate's wishes to no longer have Anna as her donor and
choosing against going to hockey summer camp because Kate might need something from Anna during her
time at camp. Cassavetes includes a flashback of Anna catching Kate locked in her room drinking and doing
drugs. It can be trace back to thousand years ago, when we construct Feudal system and linked it with clan
system. Related Interests. It is their duty to be there for the patient and the family when they need them not
forgetting ethics and nurse-patient relationship. During one of the final scenes of this magnificent movie, Kate
and Anna are sitting outside of their home in the grass on a blanket. During a session, Jesse interrupted and
revealed that it was Kate who asked Ana for the favor. Low-angle shots are used by the actors who would look
up into the sky and reminisce. If the controversial issue wasn't going to be addressed, it didn't need to be
introduced. The family feels that Jesse is Jesse brings trouble out of the fun when in reality he hides his
feelings and copes that way. In order to accurately examine its growth, it is useful to look at some
developmental theories. Sara's apparent inability to consider Anna's well-being and individuality might be
interpreted as monstrous behavior--sometimes she loses sight that her youngest child is more than spare
parts--although her backstory and Diaz's credible performance make such reactions seem like the natural
fallout from years of ferocious caregiving. Sara has so much energy and love invested in Kate that she is
blinded to what's happening around her and doesn't know when to let go. However, after the court incident, it
becomes clear that he ended the relationship for the reasons mentioned above. Since the begging of life and all
over around the world people have kept secrets from each other. In the movie, everyone has its own role, no
matter in family or in the social system. Taylor was like a miracle drug to her that gave her a whole new
perspective in life and which led to her wanting to be alive, unfortunately, it was gone. At an early age, Ana
had been donating parts of her body to Kate and her mother let her believed that it is her duty to help her
sister. This scene also portrays the stronger side of Kate through the movie. When the director wants to make a
clip seem darker and more serious to the viewers, he uses film noir. Ana Fitzgerald was genetically
engineered, conceived, and born to be a perfect donor of body parts to her sisters needs, thus, ethical dilemma
aroused. And during that night, Kate passed away. Although an unfamiliar story to most, Mr.


